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ABSTRACT 

Central Asia was a part of India’s ‘Extended neighbourhood policy’ which was 

established in the year 2006 under the Pranab Mukherjee then Minister of External 

Affairs. The main aim of the policy was to establish of universities, hospitals, 

telecommunications, information technology (IT), improving air connectivity for the 

boosting of trade and tourism, strategic partnerships in defence and strategic areas. 

India gains access to the natural resources which are available in the region. This 

initiative was taken to improve the economic growth of India and expand the economic 

borders of India to Central Asia. One of the concerned countries involved in this policy 

is the Central Asian nation of Uzbekistan. Uzbekistan is one of the major countries of 

the Central Asian Region (CAR). It is the largest military power in the region; it has one 

of the world largest productions of uranium and gold. India shares a historical 

relationship with the country Uzbekistan, Sufism which exists in India came from the 

Uzbekistan which was the head of Sufi learning. Over the years there has been strong 

relationship between the two nations especially during the Soviet period where 

Jawaharlal Nehru visited the Uzbek ASSR. In the Connect Central Asia policy, 

Uzbekistan has established good military relations with both nations having military 

exercises. There has been strong development in the energy sector relations. This paper 

is an attempt to understand the India-Uzbekistan relations since the establishment of the 

Connect Central Asia Policy. It further focuses on the challenges and opportunities for 

both the concerned countries. The research methodology adopted is qualitative, 

descriptive and analytical in nature and has used secondary sources in the form of 

books, research papers, government reports (primary sources), publications and 

newspaper sources. 
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Introduction 

 India is one of the major countries in the Asian continent, a dominant force in the 
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politics of South Asia. India with its strong economy, military and cultural diversity has a 

strong influence in the continent. India shares good relations with many members of the 

Asian continent from the South Asian to the South East Asian regions and even in the West 

Asian territories. India also has good relations with the Central Asian region which 

comprises of five former Soviet Union republics, namely Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, 

Turkmenistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan. 

 

 India shares a strong relationship with these five nations and these nations are part of 

the India Extended Neighbourhood Policy. The Extended Neighbourhood policy was 

established in the year 2006 under the Manmohan Singh Government under Pranab 

Mukherjee who was the External Affairs during that period. The main concept of the 

Extended Neighbourhood Policy was to expand India influence towards the other regions of 

Asian continent. In India Extended Neighbourhood Policy, the focus was on various regions 

across the Asian continent (West Asia, Central Asia, South East Asia, Indian Ocean Region) 

Resource rich region of Central Asia also known as the Old Silk Route. The Old Silk Route 

connects China with the South Asian Nations as well as it establishes a link between the 

China and the nations of West Asia and Europe. This is a major reason for the involvement 

of India in the form of a strong coherent Central Asia policy. The diplomatic push of India 

in the Central Asian region becomes more important with the involvement of China in the 

region and India neighbour Afghanistan, the thaw in the Russian- Pakistan relations, the 

unpredictable United States and Pakistan relations. Therefore, a policy came into being with 

the focus on the Central Asian States called the Connect Central Asia Policy in 2012. 

 

 The policy was not the first policy established by the Indian government in relation to 

the Central Asian region. The Look North Policy established in the 1990’s was a prime 

example of the importance India has given to Central Asia. India through the its Look North 

Policy considered Central Asia as an important part of its foreign policy and aimed at future 

involvement in the region. The main aim of the policy was the promotion of peace and 

cooperation within the region. P.V Narsimha Rao made it clear during his visit to 

Turkmenistan in 1995 that for India “Central Asia is an area of high priority where we aim 

to stay engaged far into the future. We are an independent partner with no selfish motives”. 

(Pradhan 2015) 

 

 Connect Central Asia policy was established during the Congress Government to 

improve relations between India and Central Asian countries and to stretch its influence 

towards the Central Asian region. The main reason was to widen India economic boundaries 
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towards the other parts of Asia. Connect Central Asia policy was established in a track II 

dialogue organised by E Ahmed (Minister of State for Foreign Affairs). It was established in 

Bishkek the capital of Kyrgyzstan (Bhasin 2005). 

 

 The Connect Central Asia policy main aim is to establish  educational institutions , 

health infrastructure, telecommunications, information technology, an modern developed 

connection through the internet for telemedicine connecting India to the various Central 

Asian regions (Das 2012), joining financial ventures, improving air connectivity to boost 

trade and tourism, scientific research and strategic partnerships in various areas such as 

defence and strategic related areas. (Das 2012) 

 

India-Uzbekistan Historical Relations 

 The diplomatic relations between the two nations began on 18th March 1992; six 

months after Uzbekistan declared independence from the disintegrated Soviet Union. There 

has been a strong historical bond between the two nations, which can be traced back to the 

period of the spread of Buddhism to the region of Uzbekistan from India during the period 

of the Kushan Empire in the early 1st century. There have been regular references of 

Kamboja a royal clan of the Sakas (Nomads of the Eurasian Steppes) in the Pali and the 

Sanskrit literature, there is a mention of the Sakas participating in the Mahabharata 

alongside the Kauravas. 

 

 Many towns such as Fergana, Samarkand and Bukhara had emerged as major trade 

routes (Old Silk Route) which linked India with Europe and China. There were many 

empires which included parts of India and Uzbekistan; some included the empires of the 

Sakas, Scythians, Macedonian, Greco-Bactrian and the Kushan kingdoms. Indian merchants 

who were located in the towns of Samarkand and Bukhara played an integral role in the 

local economy. 

 

 Uzbekistan is the home of Babar the person who established the Mughal Empire; he 

was born in Andijan which is located in modern day Uzbekistan. His empire ranged from 

Ferghana which a major city in Uzbekistan. He came to India in the year 1526 where he 

defeated the ruler of the Lodi dynasty Ibrahim Lodi and founded the Mughal Empire. The 

Mughal Empire who become one of the most successful empire to have ruled India and 

would be established from the year 1526 till 1857 where it would come to an end under 

Bahadur Shah II who was exiled by the British.  
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Another important historical relationship between the two nations was the spread of the 

Sufism from the Samarkand region belonging to present day Uzbekistan to India. 

Samarkand was one of the major centres of Islamic learning in the 14th century.  The 

Naqshbandi order which originated in Central Asia, in Bukhara is an epitome of religious 

relations between the Uzbekistan and India.  

 

 Many mystics and ordinary Sufi believers found refuge in India when there was a 

tense political situation arising in the Central Asian Region. Another strong connection of 

Sufism with India, Babur was a devotee of the Naqshbandi order of Sufism and he brought 

with him many devotees and also maintained ties with the Islamic authorities in Central 

Asia. (Balci 2015).  

 

 There has strong cultural linkages in the form of architecture, dance, music and the 

cuisine; this is primarily due to the strong interactions which had occurred over thousands of 

years. There were some notable Indians who had strong links towards Uzbekistan, famous 

poets like Mirza Ghalib and Amir Khusro were both of Uzbek parentage. 

 

India-Uzbekistan Relations during the Soviet Union Period. 

 After the collapse of the Mughal Empire, the relations between the two nations came 

to a halt, but it was eventually revived with the formation of the Soviet Union (1922) and 

the independence of India from the British in 1947. Jawaharlal Nehru a key founder of 

Indian Foreign Policy during his leadership visited all the countries to visit the Central Asia 

region during the Soviet Union era. Jawaharlal Nehru visited the Uzbekistan Autonomous 

Soviet Socialist Republic in 7-23rd June 1955, specifically visiting the territories of 

Tashkent and Samarkand. He would visit Tashkent on another occasion in 6-12 September 

1961, (Haidar 2015), on both occasions he was accompanied by Indira Gandhi. 

 

 The main significance of the first visit of Jawaharlal Nehru was that it was during a 

period when India was receiving aid from the United States and it became quite obvious that 

Untied States was developing a military relationship with Pakistan during this time. The 

second visit was more important as it was because of this visit that during the 1962, war 

against China, India gained the support of Soviet Union. Nehru in his letters to his chief 

ministers mentioned that the main purpose of his visits to the Soviet Union was to 

understand the Soviets economic experiment. (Khosla 2014) 

 

 After the death of Jawaharlal Nehru, he was succeeded by Lal Bahadur Shastri, who 
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was the Minister of Home Affairs. He succeeded Jawaharlal Nehru on the year 1964, and 

would lead India during the Indo-Pakistan war of 1965. The war was formally ended with 

the signing of the Tashkent Agreement in 1966. Tashkent was the meeting place for the 

historic agreement, which was signed between India Prime Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri 

and Pakistan President Muhammad Ayub Khan; the Soviet Union acted as a moderator and 

was represented by Alexei Kosygin who was the chairman of the Council of Ministers. 

Another association with Tashkent, it was the place where Lal Bahadur Shastri was reported 

to have died of a heart attack. Lal Bahadur Shastri has a school and a street called after him 

in Tashkent and also a statue in his memory in Tashkent. (Anand 2011). 

 

 Uzbekistan Sharaf Rashidov then First Secretary of the Communist Party led a 

Communist Party of Soviet Union delegation to India in the year 1975.  In the year 1987, a 

Consulate General of India was formally inaugurated in Tashkent. President R 

Venkataraman visited Uzbekistan in year 1988 and this visit was followed by a visit by 

Prime Minister V. P. Singh on July 1990. In 1991, before the collapse of the Soviet Union, 

Uzbekistan President Islam Karimov then the Chairman of the Supreme Soviet of 

Uzbekistan visited India and signed various agreements on cooperation on various areas 

such as economics, commercial, education, arts, scientific, technological, tourism and mass 

media. (Agarwal 2012) 

 

India-Uzbekistan Relations post-Soviet Union. 

Political Relations 

 Uzbekistan declared its independence, on September 1st 1991, three months prior to 

the collapse of the Soviet Union (25th December 1991). The independence of Uzbekistan 

ensured that the Consulate General of India was upgraded to an Embassy on 18th March 

1992. 

 

 Main focus of the relationship between the two countries can be observed as to ensure 

the sovereignty and independence of the region, India wants to become a visible partner in 

the Central Asian region. India wants to bring about cooperation to bring about harmony 

with the regional objectives, wants to ensure a strong Secular Democratic Uzbekistan 

republic. Another main aim of India is the integration of the Uzbekistan with the South Asia 

Economics and an exit route to the energy resources of Uzbekistan. 

 

 This was marked with the beginning of high-level exchanges between the nations, 

soon after the independence of Uzbekistan; In October 1992, Mr R.L. Bhatia who was the 
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Minister of State for External Affairs of India visited Uzbekistan; during his visit many 

important agreements were signed. The main included agreements in the field of sports, 

education, and mass media. Another major step in the relations between the two nations 

during this period was the signing of a Cultural Exchange Programme for the years 1992-94. 

India’s P.V. Narsimha Rao was the first Indian Prime Minister to visit independent 

Uzbekistan with him visiting the country in the year 1993.  The visit of the Prime Minister, 

lead to the signing of agreements on trade and economy. An important Indo-Uzbek Treaty 

based on the principles of Inter-State Relations was also signed during his visit. This visit 

was followed by his Uzbek counterpart Islam Karimov now the President of the country 

visiting India in the year 1994. 

 

 Karimov in his Indian visit was awarded with an honorary degree by the prestigious 

Jawaharlal Nehru University, his diplomatic visit led to a meeting with some important 

businessmen residing in India. During his visit, various agreements on cooperation in 

important fields such as economics and culture, telecommunications and postal matters. 

Signing of the Extradition Treaty in May 2000 was significant development in the field of 

the common values of secularism, tolerance and forming a strong opposition towards 

terrorism by developing various counter terrorism measures. 

 

Economic Relations 

 The economic relationship between the two nations began on May 1993, with the two 

nations signing a trade agreement known as the Agreement on Trade and Economic 

Cooperation. The main aim of the agreement was to provide for a mutual Most Favourable 

Nation (MFN) treatment, whose aim was at promoting of various economic, industrial, 

technical cooperation. The two nations also signed an agreement called the Agreement on 

Avoidance of Double Taxation in 1993. In the same year, a credit of 10 million US dollars 

was provided to Uzbekistan for the important use in numerous joint ventures, project export 

and purchasing of various capital goods. 

 

 Both nations realise the significant potential of the expanding trade, economic and 

investment cooperation, these nations both felt the best option to improve their individual 

economies was to develop strong trade and economic cooperation despite a range of global 

financial and economic crisis The main items of Uzbekistan exports to India include the non

-ferrous metals, machinery, various raw materials such as raw cotton, silk, and services 

which includes mainly air cargo and passenger transportation. Uzbekistan imports various 

products such as wood, paper, pharmaceuticals, drugs, machinery, garments, fabrics and tea. 
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(Affairs, India-Uzbekistan Relations 2012). 

 

Cultural Relations 

 There was a signing of a protocol on cooperation in the field of mass media in October 

1992; this was the first step towards the cultural relations between the newly independent 

Uzbekistan and India.  In 1993, there was also a donation of equipment for receiving 

Doordarshan programmes to be telecasted in the Uzbek television. 

 

 In the year 1995, the Lal Bahadur Shastri Centre for Indian Culture which was 

working under the Indian Council of Cultural Relations (ICCR) was established. This marks 

a strong step in the establishment of the cultural relations between the two nations. This 

centre has been a base for the various cultural activities. Within the centre there are various 

events ranging from the seminars held in relation to Indian culture, to organising regular 

classes on Yoga, lessons on traditional dance like Kathak, lessons in musical instruments 

like Tabla and also teaching of Hindi language. It is one of the most important cultural 

centres in the region it is also the most active foreign cultural centres operating in the 

country. Its main aim is to improve the Indo-Uzbek friendship and understanding and the 

distribution of the information about India mainly about the culture, society and the living 

standards of the country. 

 

Education 

 In the field of education, the two nations share a special relationship with Uzbekistan 

becoming one the partner countries of the Indian Technical and Cooperation (ITEC) 

Programme in 1993. The membership within the ITEC of the Indian government provided 

the opportunity for 120 professionals from various sectors to enhance their skills. The 

Uzbek students besides the ITEC programme also have been granted scholarships from the 

Indian Council of Cultural Relations which allows them to study at the various Indians 

institutes of higher education. (U. E. India 2012). 

 

Islam Karimov visit to India-2005 

 An important part of the India-Uzbekistan relationship in the present era was shaped 

by the visit of then president Islam Karimov in April 2005. Accompanied by a high-level 

delegation which included the Uzbek First Deputy Prime Minister, the Minister of Foreign 

Affairs, the Minister of Defence, the Minister of Higher and Secondary Education and the 

Chairman of the Committee for the Foreign Policy of the Senate of Uzbekistan.  This visit 

was viewed as a continuation of the long-standing relationship between the two countries 
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which had existed since the historical period. It played a symbolic role, to the longstanding 

cultural affinity which had existed, and the meet had an feeling of friendship, warmth, trust 

and mutual cooperation and confidence the two nations wanted to continue this kind of 

intensive interaction for the mutual benefit of both the two states. 

 

 During this visit, twelve agreements, memorandum of understanding were signed, four 

of these MOU’s were governmental in nature and included cooperation in the various field 

including military, education, culture and sports. Eight important MOUs were signed 

between the two countries in relation to the Indian and Uzbek institutes and companies in 

the IT sector, banking, tourism and education. 

 

 There were also bilateral agreements, which included the agreement on cooperation of 

military and its technical areas. The was an agreement on the programme between the two 

governments on the field of education. There was an agreement for the programme of 

cooperation between the ministries of cultures of the two nations from the period of 2005-

2007. 

  

 The Republic of Uzbekistan and the Republic of India, both were convinced, that 

development of trade and tourism between the two nations will promote closer relations 

between the two nations and improve individual relations. There was also an agreement, 

between the two countries on the sphere for the support for the small and private 

Entrepreneurship.  

 

 There was another important economic agreement on cooperation between the 

Federation of Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry of Uzbekistan. A Protocol of Understanding between Ghalib Institute and 

Tashkent State Institute of Oriental Studies was also signed during this period (Affairs, India

-Uzbekistan Relations 2012). There was also an important Memorandum of Understanding 

between Jawaharlal Nehru University and University of World Economy and Diplomacy in 

the field of education which was signed (Affairs, India-Uzbekistan Relations 2012). 

 

 The nations recognised the importance of strong trade, and economic investment 

cooperation in the banking and finance sector. Both nations welcomed a joint Uzbek-India 

trading house in India whose aim was to promote bilateral trade. Both the nations relished 

the satisfaction on the numerous growing opportunities which had been provided in the field 

of higher education through the Indian Technical and Economic Cooperation Programme 
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and other Indian scholarships, these increased scholarships played an important role in the 

education relations.  

 

 Both the nations agreed to developing important linkages between the academic 

institutions in both countries. Underline the need for a strong cooperation between the two 

nations, for fighting of terrorism, on a long and sustained basis. Both the countries, had 

stressed the necessity for a reformation of the United Nations Security Council, Uzbekistan 

is one of the countries who have supported India bid for  permanent membership of the 

United Nations Security Council. 

 

Dr Manmohan Singh visit to Uzbekistan 

 Dr Manmohan Singh visited the Republic of Uzbekistan in April 2006, becoming the 

second Prime Minister since Narsimha Rao to visit the republic. This was the same year 

when India started its Extended Neighbourhood Policy. During his visit, the nations signed 

seven agreements in the field of energy, business, education, mineral processing, the two 

nations also stepped up the fight against two concerning issues which affected the two 

nations which was drug trafficking, international terrorism. The Jawaharlal Nehru 

Information Technology Centre in Tashkent was inaugurated during this visit. This visit was 

important in the field of energy sector.  

 

 Three important agreements, specifying India role in Uzbekistan energy and mineral 

sectors of particular importance, Indian companies were provided exploration acreages 

without bidding. The importance of this deal was due to Uzbekistan being his provided a 

space for the India fortune in Central Asia hydrocarbons; this was a breakthrough and put 

their investment in Uzbekistan and Central Asia on a fast track. 

 

 The two nations had identified various issues of security both in the traditional sense 

and the non-traditional sense, which includes drug trafficking, international terrorism as 

common threats faced by both nations. Uzbekistan had supported India on various regional 

and international issues; this also includes the process of   reconstruction of Afghanistan 

which is mainly done with the support of the Central Asian Nations.  

 

 Uzbekistan supported India in the Kashmir issue and feels a solution through bilateral 

talks. The inauguration by the Prime Minister of India of the Jawaharlal Nehru Information 

Technology Centre in Tashkent in his visit was a strong step towards the projection of India 

in the Information Technology sector.  
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 India and Uzbekistan during this visit further underlined the need to strengthen the 

strong secular and democratic ideas of international relations. Other major steps taken 

during this visit was the establishment of a Punjab National Bank one of the important 

banks of India in Tashkent for cost effective and efficient commercial transitions. There is 

also the strong connection towards Bollywood and India television among the Uzbek 

people, the production of films in both languages of Uzbek and Hindi is a strong step 

towards a spread of the culture through joint Indo-Uzbek endeavours, these acts as an 

important step in promoting of Indian soft power in the form of culture. 

 

 On 2009, further cooperation was agreed in the field of hydrocarbons and mining 

sector, and also to explore new areas of cooperation. There was willingness of India to 

cooperate in various fields such as agriculture, tourism, railways, transport and information 

technology. 

 

Connect Central Asia Policy. 

 India in 2012, under the leadership of Manmohan Singh government, started a new 

policy under its Extended Neighbourhood Policy known as the Connect Central Asia policy. 

This policy was started by E Ahmed the Minister of State of Foreign Affairs in June 12th 

2012, during the First India-Central Asia dialogue. The policy was a broad-based policy 

with its main aim to promote the political, security, economic and cultural connections. In 

order to have a successful policy India had to cooperate with the major countries of the 

region out of which one was Uzbekistan. 

 

 The main concentration of this policy was to establish a planned road from the Uzbek 

city of Temez to Herat in Afghanistan which would also link with the use of rail through 

Chabahar in Iran. The main purpose of the construction of the road was to cut the distance 

between India and the Central Asian region by 1500km thus making it easier to transport 

various goods such as, cotton, wool, silks, metals, fertilizers thereby these good would reach 

India within a period of few days. (Das 2012) 

 

 Tashkent has given access to India to be involved in the energy sector thus leading to 

its development of its energy sector. This access to the energy sector has particularly 

benefitted many projects within Uzbekistan. Uzbekistan mineral resources which include 

petroleum, natural gas, gold, silver, uranium, molybdenum, cooper, zinc, lead etc have 

become easily accessible to India through the Connect Central Asia policy, (Das 2012) 
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 There have also been the joint military exercises between the two nations for a period 

of years. The Pul e Khumri transmission line which was constructed by India, to provide 

electricity to Kabul, from Baghlan is provided by Uzbekistan and this is one of the symbols 

of cooperation between the two nations. The main aim of this policy was to continue the 

strong relationship between the two nations and further strengthened these established 

relations. 

 

Connect Central Asia under NDA Government 

 In the year 2014, there was a change of government in the centre and brought about a 

NDA alliance led government under a new Prime Minister Narendra Modi, this was the first 

change of government since the establishment of the Extended Neighbourhood policy. 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi is the second Prime Minister after Jawaharlal Nehru to visit 

all five Central Asian states (Chaudhury 2015). He began his visit of the Central Asian 

nations and Russia, from 6th to 13th July 2015, the first visit of the Prime Minister, was 

Uzbekistan a long and strong partner in the Central Asian region. This visit of the Prime 

Minister was an extension of the Connect Central Asia policy, and this visit came after the 

announcement of China Silk Route Economic Belt Initiative. (Roche 2015). 

 

 During his visit the Prime Minster, discussed various relations, ranging from 

economic to strategic. He discussed strengthening bilateral economic relations, security 

issues such as the spread of terrorism from the neighbouring Afghanistan, to various ways 

of improving connectivity with Uzbekistan and the implementation of the agreement for 

supply of uranium from the mineral rich country. The uranium pact signed was to supply 

2000 tonnes. 

 

 On the topic of connectivity Modi discussed along with President Islam Karimov, on 

the various efforts being explored by India on creation of a route from Iran. He further 

wanted the support of Karimov on India joining the Ashgabat Agreement which was an 

agreement for a transport corridor between the Central Asian region, Iran and Oman. The 

pact had been signed by Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan along with Iran and Oman in 2011. 

The Prime Minister briefed Karimov on the North-South Corridor and proposed that 

Uzbekistan become a member.  

 

 A joint statement was agreed upon by both countries on the improvement of the air 

connectivity with direct flights from Tashkent to other Indian cities. Karimov stressed on 

India being an important partner and making a strong decision to strengthened the relations 
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with India, he claimed it to be one of Uzbekistan top foreign policy priorities, while Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi stressed on the importance of a strong strategic partnership with 

Uzbekistan and how its act as a strong pillar for India further engagement in the Central 

Asian region. (Post 2015). 

 

 There was the further discussion of security aspects particularly with focus on 

Afghanistan as an important policy in order to maintain the peace and security in the region 

and ensure there is a sense of stability, there was also a support for an Afghan led peace 

process for the reconstruction and revival of the country (P. T. India 2016). 

 

 The two leaders agreed to expand cooperation in the field of defence and cyber 

security, and promoting long term mutually beneficial partnerships among the various 

business communities, companies and enterprises (P. T. India 2016). The two countries also 

called for the further promotion of the investment cooperation between the two nations, they 

called for a strong partnership and the creation of favourable conditions for investment by 

the Indian companies located in Uzbekistan, this also included the framework for various 

Special Economic Zones (P. T. India 2016). 

 

 Both the countries stressed on the change for the United Nations structures, most 

importantly the Security Council on the expansion of both the categories of membership. 

Uzbekistan has been vocal about the need for India to gain a permanent seat in the United 

Nations Security Council and has also assured India of its support for India candidature. 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi also during his visit invited Islam Karimov to pay a visit to 

India at his suitability. (P. T. India 2016). 

 

The Relationship in the Post Karimov Era 

 After the death of Islam Karimov in 2016, there was a small stutter of doubt within the 

two nations as to how this relationship would revive again. With the appointment of Shavkat 

Mirziyoyev considered to have been a close confidant of the late Karimov (BBC 2016), the 

relations seem to be heading to the same direction as it was before. India inclusion in the 

Shanghai Cooperation Organisation in 2017 (Bhatia 2020) of which Uzbekistan is also a 

part of showed that the two nations relations would furthered be strengthened now in the 

organisational field as well.   

 

 This was followed by a high-level visit of the Uzbekistan Foreign Minister and 

Foreign Trade Minister to India to further culminate the relationship (Srivastava 2017).  
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There have been visits from the new Uzbek leadership under Mirziyoyev who visited India 

in 2018, the first by the Karimov successor (Tehelka 2018).  

 

 Recently, on 11th December 2020, India and Uzbekistan held a virtual bilateral 

summit to discuss various issues including various trade discussions, the Covid-19 

pandemic and combating the threat to terrorism (Wani 2020). This was followed by the 

signing of nine other agreements as well with regard to the strategic partnership between the 

two nations (Division 2020). 

 

Conclusion 

 The India-Uzbek relations has been developing into a strong relationship in the 

Central Asian region, Uzbekistan has become one of the main countries for India in the 

Asian continent. The Connect Central Asia policy developed in 2012, has further 

strengthened the relationship between the two nations, and also brought about a rise in the 

India influence in the Central Asian region. India permanent membership into the Shanghai 

Cooperation Organisation in 2017, though a resolution was formally adopted during Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi visit in 2015, further states India importance and impact in the 

region and stress on its importance for the region. The death of Islam Karimov on 2nd 

September 2016, does little to complicate the relationship between the two nations as the 

age-old relations between the two countries continues to improve on various sectors ranging 

from industry to culture and finally to economy and energy. The post Covid-19 scenario 

would be an important period to see how the relations shape up with India trying to further 

cement its place as a global leader and important game changer in the international politics. 

Relations with various countries including Uzbekistan would be key to India’s ambitions in 

the international arena.   
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